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Revive! UK ltd

Revive! are pioneers in the mobile SMART repair market with the largest network of expert technicians repairing minor
damage on cars, delivering a professional, ethical service...

Revive! provides its franchise owners with the most comprehensive training and business support to take them from a
man in a van to a multi-van business owner

Who are we looking for?

Ambitious, hard-working, individuals determined to provide world class service and grow to a multi van operation.

Franchise description

The market for SMART repairs is established and significant. More than 50% of cars have damage to bodywork or alloy
wheels &ndash; and the market is growing. The opportunity for a Revive! franchisee is to develop a multi van business
dominating the local territory. Revive! will support you to understand your business, build your skills and develop the
processes to become a multi vanned operation in your local territory.

What are the benefits of this franchise?

- Winners of the 2010 BFA Award for franchise support.
- Revive! have developed a reputation for technical quality and as such are the professional&rsquo;s choice for SMART
repairs and currently hold the only vehicle manufacturer (VM) approval for a smart repair organisation
- Training: The UK&rsquo;s only accredited training centre for SMART repairs
- Support: An award winning organisation for the support it offers
- National contracts: The strongest national program
- Fantastic earning potential: Growing a strong local business will allow you to achieve the income that you desire.

Training and Support provided

http://www.pathfinderinternational.co.uk
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Revive! provides intensive training through the UK&rsquo;s only ATA accreditation center for Cosmetic repair. Four
weeks at head office covers technical processes teaching you to paint, understanding sales techniques and tips and the
administration required to run a business. A fifth week launches you in your territory with hands on support.

Start up costs

£23,500 + VAT, a minimum of £10,000 personal investment required

Territories available: Nationwide

Contact

Email us at: serviceleavers@revive-uk.com
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